ERECTION OF PASYKAF CENTRE
Asking for your support for its implementation!

"Our new home"
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

Dear friends,

The Cyprus Association of Cancer Patients and Friends (PASYKAF) is a model organisation of patients with a strong and substantial presence and action in providing professional health services of palliative and supportive care to people with cancer experience and their families and raising awareness for cancer prevention and early diagnosis, research and education, with a strong participation in health policymaking and the assertion of patients’ rights.

PASYKAF is planning to start the construction of its own Centre in Nicosia district, and we are asking for your financial or other support.

Today, we operate in rented premises that do not meet our needs and the needs of our patients and their families. The project will be constructed in the parish of Agios Dimitrios in the Municipality of Strovolos and will consist of a Day Care Centre for people with cancer experience, a Department of Psychosocial Support, a Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation, a Cancer Information Centre, a Centre for Cancer Research and Education and office spaces.

An architectural competition was held in accordance with the Regulations for the Conduct of Architectural Competitions of the Scientific Technical Chamber of Cyprus (ETEK) and the design selected was prepared by the Architectural Engineers Ioakim – Loizas Ltd and associates Despina Pattichi, Alkinoos Stathopoulos and Prokopis Pattichi.

PASYKAF is a registered association (Registration No. 525) and recognised as a charitable institution by the Ministry of Finance, therefore the full amount of your donation will be deducted from your taxable income.

For any information or clarifications, please do not hesitate to contact us.

We look forward to your positive response and remain at your disposal.

Sincerely yours,

Nikolas Filippou
PASYKAF Executive Director
WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

The Cyprus Association of Cancer Patients and Friends (PASYKAF) is a voluntary, non-profit organisation with registration number 525, founded in 1986 by 21 people with cancer experience and other devoted friends.

Ever since its establishment, PASYKAF has been carrying out a complex and multifaceted humanitarian work, aiming through its actions and services to provide with cancer experience and their families throughout the duration of the disease, providing support and courage in their life path.

PASYKAF has managed to evolve into an important charity organisation of thousands of members and supporters, providing support and help through its professional services and scientifically trained staff to our fellow human beings with cancer experience. Today, it operates 5 offices all over Cyprus and all of its services and programmes are offered free of charge.

Health Services
For 36 years, PASYKAF has been providing free of charge supportive and home palliative care to cancer patients and their families all over Cyprus on a 24-hour basis in Nicosia and Limassol, medical follow-up, individual and group psychosocial support, physical therapy, prevention and treatment of lymphoedema, bereavement support as well as transportation of patients from and to the Oncology Centres in Nicosia and Limassol. Last year, PASYKAF met the needs of 6 723 patients and their relatives through 40 796 meetings that took place throughout Cyprus.

Public Awareness Programmes
PASYKAF’s Programmes for Cancer Prevention and Early Diagnosis aim at changing our citizens’ mentality to adopt a healthier lifestyle. These programmes include the European Code Against Cancer (ECAC), the Pancreatic Cancer Prevention and Treatment Programme and the Early Diagnosis of Colon Cancer of Althea Gastrointestinal Cancer Team. The programmes also include raising awareness about the early diagnosis and treatment of the cancer of the larynx, bladder, thyroid gland, the universal vaccination for the eradication of human papillomavirus and the testing of men for male cancer, while informing the public about various diagnostic tests for cancer prevention and early diagnosis.

Centre for Research and Innovation
Operating since 2019, PASYKAF Research and Innovation Centre has been actively involved in proposals for European programmes, counting to this day two participations as a partner in the Horizon 2020, the GATEKEEPER and the INCISIVE programmes. There are currently open proposals for participation in the ERASMUS, HORIZON 2020 and HORIZON EUROPE Programmes as well as in the JOINT ACTION Programme with 15 proposals of a total budget of approximately €1.4 million being under evaluation.

Health Policy and Cancer Strategy
PASYKAF is an active participant in the European Cancer Leagues and the European Cancer Patient Coalition, working on issues related to the European Strategy for cancer, prevention, patients’ rights and reduction of inequalities. Recently, PASYKAF was one of the founding members of the European Fair Pricing Network (EFPN), established in cooperation with other relevant European cancer organisations in more than 10 European countries. The EFPN network aims to achieve fair prices for cancer medicines and, more broadly, works towards a pharmaceutical market which produces accessible and truly innovative medicines for patients.

Defending patients’ rights, empowering patients and drawing health policy and cancer strategy also form an integral part of PASYKAF’s actions. PASYKAF contributed to the organisation of the Cancer Standing Committee in which all cancer organisations of the Cyprus Association of Patients’ Associations (OASAK) participate.

For more information, call 77 77 19 86 or visit our website www.pasykaf.org
The Cyprus Association of Cancer Patients and Friends (PASYKAF) has successfully completed a one-stage architectural competition and has selected the proposal of the Architectural Office Ioakim – Loizas Ltd and associates Despina Pattichi, Alkinoos Stathopoulos and Prokopi Pattichi.

The new PASYKAF Centre will be built in Nicosia, in the parish of Agios Dimitrios in the Municipality of Strovolos. The total gross area of the project is about 3,330 sq.m. consisting 2 levels.
The ground floor will consist of a reception area, a living room, a library, a small children’s room, a garden and will include:

- **A Day-Care Centre** for people with cancer experience. Patient care rooms for blood sampling, transfusions, injections, etc. will be created as well as a room for the staff, an equipment storage area and a doctor’s office. *Total space area of 868 sq.m.*

- **Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation** with small rooms for physiotherapy, a lymphoedema and aromatherapy clinic, rooms for occupational and speech therapy, a nutritionist’s office and a small gym with special equipment for yoga and floor exercises. *Total space area at 242 sq.m.*

- **Training Centre to be certified by the Human Resources Development Authority** (with at least 2 certified rooms with a capacity of 20-25 people). *Total space area at 620 sq.m.*

- **Multi-purpose space** to be used as a smoking cessation clinic and patient group meetings, lectures on prevention and early diagnosis and training seminars.

- **Room for meetings, presentations, lectures etc.**, with folding tables and chairs.

- **Cancer Information Centre** with a library, audiovisual material and internet access. *Total space area at 120 sq.m.*
The first floor will consist of:

- Management and **Staff Office Area**
- **A Meeting Room**
- **A Patient Group Accommodation Centre**
- **A Department of Psychosocial Support** which will include rooms for individual treatment and meetings with psychologists and social workers, a space for group meetings and self-help groups, a Patient Day and Activity Centre. Total space area at 118 sq.m.

The basement will consist of a storage room for equipment. 
*Total space area at 620 sq.m.*

**Timeframe**

The property has already been provided by the government.

We hope that the construction of the building will start before the end of 2022.

The construction cost of the PASYKAF Centre is estimated at €5,000,000 + VAT.

The cost of the Centre’s equipment is estimated at €1,000,000 + VAT.

The Centre is estimated to be completed in 24 months with full operation in 20 months, i.e. it will be ready in mid-2025.
DONATIONS AND SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

We want you by our side!
We want you to become part of the PASYKAF family so together we offer love to people with cancer experience and their families.

Any help, big or small, is welcome. Financial or in-kind (service or materials).
Below you can see our policy on Donations and Sponsorship Packages regarding the construction of the PASYKAF Centre.

DONATIONS

I support PASYKAF with a Personal Contribution

Donating €300, €500 or €1,000 will allow us to take another step closer to implementing the project. Become part of the donation programme and join us on the construction of the PASYKAF Centre!

An honourary, collectible badge inspired by the PASYKAF symbol will be sent to you immediately after your donation. A small but a very big thank you for being a member of this family now!

In addition to the collectible badge, you will also receive a thank you letter and your name will be added to the special Donors’ album that will be created for the PASYKAF Centre.
I support PASYKAF with a Personal Contribution

Donating €300, €500 or €1,000 will allow us to take another step closer to implementing the project. Become part of the donation programme and join us on the construction of the PASYKAF Centre!

An honourary, collectible badge inspired by the PASYKAF symbol will be sent to you immediately after your donation. A small but a very big thank you for being a member of this family now!

In addition to the collectible badge, you will also receive a thank you letter and your name will be added to the special Donors’ album that will be created for the PASYKAF Centre.

I support PASYKAF with Sponsorship Packages

The Sponsorship Packages are sponsorships according to the project areas and include special recognition privileges for each sponsor.

I support PASYKAF with the creation of the Day Care Centre

The Day Care Centre will consist of patient care rooms for blood sampling, transfusions, injections, a room for the staff, an equipment storage area and a doctor’s office. It will also include offices and staff changing rooms, common waiting and service areas, patient parking areas and equipment storage rooms in the basement.

Total space area at 868 sq.m.

The estimated cost of construction together with the equipment will amount to 1,500,000 euros (€1,500,000)

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Naming the Day Care Centre after the Sponsor name
- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional material:
  - Special sign displayed at the entrance of the Day Care Centre
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
- Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor’s email signature.
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo
I support PASYKAF with the creation of the Department of Psychosocial Support

The Psychosocial Support Service will consist of rooms for individual treatment and meetings with psychologists and social workers, a space for group meetings and self-help groups, a Patient Day and Activity Centre, staff offices, common waiting and service areas. An integral part of the department is the garden on the first floor that will give a special character and beauty to the patients’ rooms.

*Total space, including the garden, at 518 sq.m.*

The estimated cost of construction together with the equipment will amount to 1,000,000 euros (€1,000,000)

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Naming the room of the Department of Psychosocial Support after the Sponsor name
- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional material:
  - Special sign with the sponsor name displayed in the room and at the entrance of the Centre
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor’s email signature
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor’s logo
I support PASYKAF with the creation of the Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation

The Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation will consist of small rooms for physiotherapy, a lymphoedema clinic and aromatherapy, rooms for occupational therapy and speech therapy, a nutritionist’s office and a small gym with special equipment for yoga and floor exercises. 

Total space area at 242 sq.m.

The estimated cost of construction together with the equipment will amount to 500,000 euros (£500,000)

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Naming the room of the Department of Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation with the Sponsor name
- Sponsor name will be displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor’s logo displayed on the following promotional material:
  - Special sign with the Sponsor name will be displayed in the room of the Department
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on the specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor’s logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor’s logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor’s email signature.
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo
I support PASYKAF with the creation of the Centre for Cancer Research and Education

The Centre will consist of:
- A Training Center to be certified by the Human Resources Development Authority (with at least 2 certified rooms with a capacity of 20-25 people).
- A Multi-Purpose space to be used as a smoking cessation clinic as well as for patient group meetings, lectures on prevention and early diagnosis and training seminars.
- A meeting room with folding tables and chairs for meetings, presentations, lectures, etc.
- A storage space for the equipment of the training centre
- The Department of Research and European Programmes

Total space area at 620 sq.m.

The estimated cost of construction together with the equipment will amount to 1,500,000 euros (€1,500,000)

The package includes recognition privileges such as:
- Naming the Centre for Cancer Research and Education after the Sponsor name
- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional material:
  - Special sign with the sponsor name displayed in the room and at the entrance of the Centre
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF's website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- Reference to the Sponsor name at an annual conference to be organised by PASYKAF and presence of the Sponsor logo in all the material of the conference.
- PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor's email signature.
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo
I support PASYKAF with the creation of the Management and Staff Office Area

The Management and Staff Office Area will include offices for the Management, the Board of Directors, meeting areas and offices for the administrative staff. This area will host the Accounting Department, the Department of Marketing, Communication and Strategy, the Department of Fundraising, the Department of Public Awareness Programmes, the Department of Human Resources and the Department of Informatics and Innovation.

Total space area at 392 sq.m.

The estimated cost of construction together with the equipment will amount to 1.000.000 euros (€1.000.000).

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

• Naming the Conference Room after the Sponsor name
• Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
• Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - Special sign with the Sponsor name displayed in the room of the Department
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
• Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
• Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
• Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
• Mailing invitations for the opening event
• Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
• PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor’s email signature.
• Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo
I support PASYKAF with the creation of the Reception Area and Cancer Information Centre

The Reception Area of the Centre will welcome the public in an open, warm space with small tables, comfortable chairs and armchairs, a living room for peace and relaxation offering the opportunity for personal discussions. It will include a specially designed space for preparing beverages, table games and a table with tablets. The Cancer Information Centre will consist of a small library with information leaflets and manuals on matters related to cancer.

*Total space area at 120 sq.m.*

The estimated cost of construction together with the equipment will amount to 500.000 euros (€500,000).

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Naming the Reception Area after the Sponsor name.
- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - Special sign with the Sponsor name displayed in the Reception Area
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- Sponsor logo on placemats in the cafeteria of the Reception Area
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo
I support PASYKAF with a Corporate Contribution of €100,000

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor’s email signature
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo
I support PASYKAF with a Corporate Contribution of €50,000

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- PASYKAF thank-you note with the Sponsor logo for the sponsor’s email signature
- Creation of a building map displaying the Sponsor logo

I support PASYKAF with a Corporate Contribution of €30,000

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF’s website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Commendation with the Sponsor logo in a special frame
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- Collector’s badge inspired by PASYKAF’s symbol
I support PASYKAF with a Corporate Contribution of €20,000

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF's website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases, interviews and media articles
- Sponsor logo displayed in a special full-page thank-you entry in the press and on Social Media
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- Collector's badge inspired by PASYKAF's symbol.

I support PASYKAF with a Corporate Contribution of €10,000

The package includes recognition privileges such as:

- Sponsor name displayed on a special sign dedicated to the sponsors outside the PASYKAF building
- Sponsor logo displayed on the following promotional materials:
  - An exclusive thank-you message posted on Social Media
  - Sponsor logo displayed on a specially designed thank-you page for the creation of the Centre on PASYKAF's website
  - Mention of sponsorship in press releases
- Presentation of the sponsorship at a Press Conference and the opening event of the PASYKAF Centre
- Mailing invitations for the opening event
- Sponsor logo displayed on material at the opening event, such as photo wall, placemats, etc.
- Collector's badge inspired by PASYKAF's symbol.